DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Office of Foreign Assets Control

Notice of OFAC Sanctions Actions

AGENCY: Office of Foreign Assets Control, Treasury.

ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: The U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) is publishing the names of one or more persons that have been placed on OFAC’s Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons List (SDN List) based on OFAC’s determination that one or more applicable legal criteria were satisfied. All property and interests in property subject to U.S. jurisdiction of these persons are blocked, and U.S. persons are generally prohibited from engaging in transactions with them.

DATES: See Supplementary Information section for effective date(s).

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: OFAC: Andrea Gacki, Director, tel.: 202-622-2490; Associate Director for Global Targeting, tel.: 202-622-2420; Assistant Director for Licensing, tel.: 202-622-2480; Assistant Director for Regulatory Affairs, tel.: 202-622-4855; or the Assistant Director for Sanctions Compliance & Evaluation, tel.: 202-622-2490.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Electronic Availability

The Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons List and additional information concerning OFAC sanctions programs are available on OFAC’s website (https://www.treasury.gov/ofac).

Notice of OFAC Action(s)
On June 2, 2021, OFAC determined that the property and interests in property subject to U.S. jurisdiction of the following persons are blocked under the relevant sanctions authorities listed below.

**Individuals:**

1. **BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov** (a.k.a. **BOZHKOV, Vasil** (Cyrillic: БОЖКОВ, ВАСИЛ); a.k.a. "Cherepa"; a.k.a. "The Skull"), 79 Vassil Levski Blvd, Sofia 1000, Bulgaria; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; DOB 29 Jul 1956; POB Velingrad, Bulgaria; nationality Bulgaria; Gender Male; Passport 440210366 (Bulgaria) expires 23 Aug 2023; alt. Passport 385950465 (Bulgaria) expires 11 Apr 2024; National ID No. 647475973 (Bulgaria) (individual) [GLOMAG].

   Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(A)(1) of Executive Order 13818 of December 20, 2017, “Blocking the Property of Persons Involved in Serious Human Rights Abuse or Corruption,” 82 FR 60839, 3 CFR, 2018 Comp., p. 399, (E.O. 13818) for having materially assisted, sponsored, or provided financial, material, or technological support for, or goods or services to or in support of corruption, including the misappropriation of state assets, the expropriation of private assets for personal gain, corruption related to government contracts or the extraction of natural resources, or bribery that is conducted by a foreign person.

2. **PEEVSKI, Delyan Slavchev** (Cyrillic: ПЕЕВСКИ, Делян Славчев), 7 Nezabravka Street, Floor 7, Ap. 28, Sofia 1113, Bulgaria; DOB 27 Jul 1980; POB Sofia, Bulgaria; nationality Bulgaria; Gender Male; Passport 383862880 (Bulgaria) expires 11 Mar 2021 (individual) [GLOMAG].

   Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(ii)(B)(1) of E.O. 13818 for being a foreign person who is a current or former government official, or a person acting for or on behalf of such an official, who is responsible for or complicit in, or has directly or indirectly engaged in, corruption, including the misappropriation of state assets, the expropriation of private assets for personal gain, corruption related to government contracts or the extraction of natural resources, or bribery.

3. **ZHELYAZKOV, Ilko Dimitrov** (a.k.a. **ZHELYAZKOV, Ilko Dmitrov**), Bulgaria; DOB 08 Feb 1958; nationality Bulgaria; Gender Male (individual) [GLOMAG].

   Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(ii)(B)(1) of E.O. 13818 for being a foreign person who is a current or former government official, or a person acting for or on behalf of such an official, who is responsible for or complicit in, or has directly or indirectly engaged in, corruption, including the misappropriation of state assets, the expropriation of private assets for personal gain, corruption related to government contracts or the extraction of natural resources, or bribery.

**Entities:**

1. **DECART OOD** (a.k.a. **DEKART OOD**), 2A Krakra Str., Oborishte Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1504, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2003; V.A.T. Number BG 131122494 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: VABO SYSTEMS EOOD).
Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, VABO SYSTEMS EOOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

2. DIGITAL SERVICES EAD, 43 Moskovska Str., R-N Oborishte Distr, Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2003; V.A.T. Number BG 131131080 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

3. DOMINO GAMES OOD, 2E Prof. Petar Dzhidrov Str., R-N Studentski Distr, Sofia, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2014; V.A.T. Number BG 202884681 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: DECART OOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, DECART OOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

4. EDE 2 EOOD, 43 Moskovska Str., Oborishte Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2002; V.A.T. Number BG 130855508 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

5. EUROBET OOD (a.k.a. EUROBET LTD. (Cyrillic: ЕВРОБЕТ – ООД)), 48 Sitnyakovo blvd., Poduyane Distr., fl. 4, Sofia, Stolichna 1505, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 1996; V.A.T. Number BG 121179290 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: EUROBET PARTNERS OOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, EUROBET PARTNERS OOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

6. EUROBET PARTNERS OOD, 43 Moskovska Str., Oborishte Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2016; Government Gazette Number 203950885 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: DIGITAL SERVICES EAD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, DIGITAL SERVICES EAD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.
7. EUROBET TRADING EOOD, 48 Sitnyakovo blvd., Poduyane Distr., fl.4, Sofia, Stolichna 1505, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2013; V.A.T. Number BG 202647305 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: EUROBET OOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, EUROBET OOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

8. EUROFOOTBALL OOD (Cyrillic: ЕВРОФУТБОЛ – ООД) (a.k.a. EUROFOOTBALL LTD), 126, Tsar Boris Iiiti blvd., Krasno Selo Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1612, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 1993; V.A.T. Number BG 831036657 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: EUROSADRUZHIE OOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, EUROSADRUZHIE OOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

9. EUROSADRUZHIE OOD (a.k.a. EUROSADRUZHIE LTD.; a.k.a. EUROSUDRUZHIE LTD.; a.k.a. EVROSADRUZHIE OOD; a.k.a. "EUROCOMPANY LTD."), 43 Moskovska Str., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2002; V.A.T. Number BG 130855554 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: VABO SYSTEMS EOOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, VABO SYSTEMS EOOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

10. GALENIT INVEST AD, 43 Moskovska Str., Oborishte Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2000; Government Gazette Number 130329006 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

11. LOTTERY DISTRIBUTIONS OOD (Cyrillic: ЛОТЕРИ ДИСТРИБЮШЪНС ООД) (a.k.a. LOTTERY DISTRIBUTIONS LTD), 1 Koloman Str., Krasno selo Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1618, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2004; Government Gazette Number 131251717 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: EUROSADRUZHIE OOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, EUROSADRUZHIE OOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

12. MELIORA ACADEMICA EOOD (f.k.a. MELIORA AKADEMIKA), 2E Prof. P. Dzhidrov Str., Studentski Grad Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1700, Bulgaria; Organization
Established Date 2012; V.A.T. Number BG 202052161 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: DECART OOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, DECART OOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

13. ML BUILD EAD (a.k.a. ML BILD EAD), 2A Krakra Str., Oborishte Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1527, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2008; V.A.T. Number BG 200108841 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: DECART OOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, DECART OOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

14. MOSTSTROY IZTOK AD (a.k.a. MOSTSTROY EAST AD), 3 Moskovska Str., Oborishte Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2009; Government Gazette Number 200112909 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

15. NATIONAL LOTTERY AD (Cyrillic: НАЦИОНАЛНА ЛОТАРИЯ АД) (a.k.a. NATIONAL LOTTERY), 43 Moskovska Str., Oborishte Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2013; V.A.T. Number BG 204061981 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: NOVE DEVELOPMENT EOOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, NOVE DEVELOPMENT EOOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

16. NATIONAL LOTTERY OOD (a.k.a. NATIONAL LOTTERIES LTD.), 1 Koloman Str., Krasno selo Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1618, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2004; Government Gazette Number 131251674 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: EUROSAZRUSHIE OOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, EUROSAZRUSHIE OOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

17. NOVE DEVELOPMENT EOOD, 43 Moskovska Str., R-N Oborishte Distr, Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2010; Government Gazette Number 201275656 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: NOVE INTERNAL EOOD).
Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, NOVE INTERNAL EOED, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

18. NOVE INTERNAL EOED, 43 Moskovska Str., R-N Oborishte Distr, Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2007; V.A.T. Number BG 175382860 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

19. NUMERICAL GAMES OOD (a.k.a. NUMERICAL GAMES LTD.), 1 Koloman Str., Sofia, Stolichna 1618, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2004; Government Gazette Number 131252477 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: EUROSADRUZHIE OOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, EUROSADRUZHIE OOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

20. PROPERTY-VB OOD, 43 Moskovska Str., R-N Oborishte Distr, Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2006; Government Gazette Number 120598193 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: NOVE INTERNAL EOED).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, NOVE INTERNAL EOED, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

21. REX LOTO AD (a.k.a. REX LOTTO AD), 8 Silistra, Oborishte Distr., Sofia 1504, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2006; Government Gazette Number 175010714 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: VABO-2005 EOED).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, VABO-2005 EOED, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

22. TRANS NOVE OOD, 43 Moskovska Str., Oborishte Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2007; V.A.T. Number BG 175433597 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: NOVE INTERNAL EOED).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, NOVE INTERNAL EOED, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.
23. VABO SYSTEMS EOOD, 43 Moskovska Str., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2008; V.A.T. Number BG 200431052 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: NOVE INTERNAL EOOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, NOVE INTERNAL EOOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

24. VABO-2005 EOOD (a.k.a. VABO 2005 EOOD), 43 Moskovska, Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2005; V.A.T. Number BG 131502906 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

25. VATO 2002 EOOD, 43 Moskovska Str., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2002; Government Gazette Number 130839906 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: NOVE INTERNAL EOOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, NOVE INTERNAL EOOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

26. ADLER BG AD, 126, Tsar Boris III Str./blvd., R-N Krasno Selo Distr, Sofia, Stolichna 1612, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2009; Government Gazette Number 200874603 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: NOVE INTERNAL EOOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, NOVE INTERNAL EOOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

27. EFBET PARTNERS OOD, 43 Moskovska Str., R-N Oborishte Distr, Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2017; Government Gazette Number 204839749 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: NOVE INTERNAL EOOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, NOVE INTERNAL EOOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

28. EUROGROUP ENGINEERING EAD (a.k.a. EUROGROUP ENGINEERING AD), 43 Moskovska Str., R-N Oborishte Distr, Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2010; Government Gazette Number 201043177 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly,
BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

29. EVROBET - RUMANIA EOOD (a.k.a. EUROBET - ROMANIA EOOD), 63, Blvd. Shipchenski, Prohod Slatina Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1574, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2010; Government Gazette Number 201220179 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: GAMES UNLIMITED OOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, GAMES UNLIMITED OOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

30. GAMES UNLIMITED OOD, 43 Moskovska Str., Oborishte Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2013; Government Gazette Number 202621673 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: VB MANAGEMENT EOOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, VB MANAGEMENT EOOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

31. INTERNEWS 98 OOD, 126, Tsar Boris III Str./blvd., R-N Krasno Selo Distr, Sofia, Stolichna 1612, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 1998; V.A.T. Number BG 121584837 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: NOVE INTERNAL EOOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, NOVE INTERNAL EOOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

32. LOTTERY BG OOD (a.k.a. LOTTERY BG LTD.), 43 Moskovska Str., Oborishhte Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2014; Government Gazette Number 203018962 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: VABO 2012 EOOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, VABO 2012 EOOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

33. NOVE PARTNERS OOD, 43 Moskovska Str., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2007; Government Gazette Number 175392527 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: NOVE INTERNAL EOOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, NOVE INTERNAL EOOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

34. OLD GAMES EOOD, 14 Iskar Str., Oborishte Distr., Sofia, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2010; Government Gazette Number 201084124 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: GAMES UNLIMITED OOD).
Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, GAMES UNLIMITED OOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

35. PRIM BG EAD, 126 Bul.Tsar Boris III Blvd., R-N Krasno Selo Distr, Sofia, Stolichna 1612, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2010; V.A.T. Number BG 201045769 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

36. SIGURO EOOD, 43 Moskovska Str., R-N Oborishte Distr, Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2005; Government Gazette Number 131567042 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: EUROGROUP ENGINEERING EAD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, EUROGROUP ENGINEERING EAD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

37. VA BO COMPANY EOOD (a.k.a. VA BO KAMPANI EOOD), 43 Moskovska Str., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2012; Government Gazette Number 202066022 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

38. VABO 2008 EOOD, 43 Moskovska, Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2008; Government Gazette Number 200481087 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

39. VABO 2012 EOOD (a.k.a. VABO 2012), 43 Moskovska Str., Oborishte Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2012; V.A.T. Number BG 201884835 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.
40. VABO 2017 OOD (a.k.a. VABO 2017 LTD.), 43 Moskovska Str., R-N Oborishte Distr, Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2017; V.A.T. Number BG 204811027 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: VABO 2012 EOOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, VABO 2012 EOOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

41. VABO MANAGEMENT EOOD, 43 Moskovska Str., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2012; Government Gazette Number 201884908 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

42. VB MANAGEMENT EOOD, 43 Moskovska Str., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2012; Government Gazette Number 202080417 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

43. VERTEX PROPERTIES EOOD (a.k.a. VERTEX IMOTI EOOD), 126 Tsar Boris III Str./blvd., R-N Krasno Selo Distr, Sofia, Stolichna 1612, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2007; Government Gazette Number 175387373 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

44. VIHROGONIKA AD, 43 Moskovska Str., R-N Oborishte Distr, Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2016; Government Gazette Number 203892599 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: VABO MANAGEMENT EOOD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, VABO MANAGEMENT EOOD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

45. ANCIENT HERITAGE AD (Cyrillic: АНТИЧНО НАСЛЕДСТВО – АД), 105, Tsarigradsko shose str., Slatina Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1113, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2011; V.A.T. Number BG 201673717 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: THRACE FOUNDATION).
Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, THRACE FOUNDATION, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

46. BUL PARTNERS TRAVEL OOD (Cyrillic: БУЛ ПАРТНЕРС ТРАВЕЛ – ООД), 4, Trapezitsa, Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 1997; V.A.T. Number BG 121211051 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

47. BULGARIAN SUMMER, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date Jan 2021; Organization Type: Activities of political organizations [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

48. BULLET TRADE OOD (a.k.a. "BULIT TRADE LTD"), 43 Moskovska Str., R-N Oborishte Distr, Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2001; Government Gazette Number 121457476 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

49. CARITEX LUCKY AD (a.k.a. "KARITEKS LAKI AD"), 14, Iskar str., Oborishte Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 1998; V.A.T. Number BG 121633825 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

50. CSKA BASKETBALL CLUB (Cyrillic: БАСКЕТБОЛЕН КЛУБ ЦСКА) (a.k.a. PROFESIONALEN BASKETBOLEN KLUB TSSKA 48 AD; a.k.a. PROFESSIONAL BASKETBALL CLUB-CSKA-48 AD), Bul. Dragan Tsankov, N3, Stadion-Tsska, Sofia 1164, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2003; V.A.T. Number BG 131083632 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: NOVE-AD-HOLDING AD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, NOVE-
AD-HOLDING AD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

51. KRISTIANO GR 53 JSC AD, 43 Moskovska Str., Oborishte Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2017; Government Gazette Number 204642716 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

52. NOVE-AD-HOLDING AD (Cyrillic: НОВЕ-АД-ХОЛДИНГ – АД), 43 Moskovsa, Oborishte Distr., Sofia 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 1991; V.A.T. Number BG 121024920 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

53. PARKSTROY-SOFIA OOD (Cyrillic: ПАРКСТРОЙ-СОФИЯ – ООД), Nadezhda 1 Distr., Bl. No 150, apt. 131, Sofia, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2002; V.A.T. Number BG 130939917 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: NOVE-AD-HOLDING AD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, NOVE-AD-HOLDING AD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

54. PUBLISHING HOUSE SPORT LTD (a.k.a. "PUBLISHUNG HOUSE SPORT OOD"), sektor V Natsionalen Stadion V. Levski, Distr. Sredets Distr, Sofia, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 1993; Government Gazette Number 831134806 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: NOVE-AD-HOLDING AD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, NOVE-AD-HOLDING AD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

55. SIZIF V OOD, Nadezhda 1 Distr., Sofia, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 1996; V.A.T. Number BG 121136410 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.
56. THRACE FOUNDATION, 43 Moskovska Str., R-N Oborishte Distr, Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2004; Government Gazette Number 131258494 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

57. TRAKIA-PAPIR 96 OOD (a.k.a. "TRAKIA-PAPER 96 OOD"), 9 Iskar, Oborishte Distr, Sofia, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 1996; Government Gazette Number 121220666 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: NOVE-AD-HOLDING AD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, NOVE-AD-HOLDING AD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

58. VABO INTERNAL AD, 43 Moskovska Str., R-N Oborishte Distr, Sofia, Stolichna 1000, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2017; Government Gazette Number 204682034 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, BOJKOV, Vassil Kroumov, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

59. BM SYSTEMS EAD, 119 Ekzarh Yosif Str., Oborishte Distr., Sofia 1527, Bulgaria; 79, Ralevitsa Str., Vitosha Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1618, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2007; Registration Number 131382912 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: INTRUST PLC EAD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, INTRUST PLC EAD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

60. INT INVEST EOOD, 119 Ekzarh Yosif Str., Oborishte Distr., Sofia 1527, Bulgaria; 79, Ralevitsa Str., Vitosha Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1618, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2019; V.A.T. Number BG 205535941 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: INTRUST PLC EAD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, INTRUST PLC EAD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

61. INT LTD EOOD, 119 Ul. Ekzarh Yosif Str., R-N Oborishte Distr, Sofia 1527, Bulgaria; 79, Ralevitsa Str., Vitosha Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1618, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2017; V.A.T. Number BG 204589523 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: PEEVSKI, Delyan Slavchev).
Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, PEEVSKI, Delyan Slavchev, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

62. INTRUST PLC EAD (a.k.a. INTRUST EAD), 119 Ekzarh Yosif Str., R-N Oborishte Distr, Sofia 1527, Bulgaria; 79, Ralevitsa Str., Vitosha Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1618, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2017; Legal Entity Number 485100GBI2SE0KIX8T70; Registration Number 204589733 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: PEEVSKI, Delyan Slavchev).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, PEEVSKI, Delyan Slavchev, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

63. INTTRAFIK EOOD (a.k.a. INTTRAFFIC EOOD), 119 Ekzarh Yosif Str., Oborishte Distr., Sofia 1527, Bulgaria; 102, Balgaria blvd., Vitosha Distr., Apt. 59, Sofia, Stolichna 1618, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2018; V.A.T. Number BG 205244843 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: INTRUST PLC EAD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, INTRUST PLC EAD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

64. REAL ESTATES INT LTD EOOD, 119 Ul. Ekzarh Yosif Str., R-N Oborishte Distr., Sofia 1527, Bulgaria; 79, Ralevitsa Str., Vitosha Distr., Sofia, Stolichna 1618, Bulgaria; Organization Established Date 2018; V.A.T. Number BG 204930572 (Bulgaria) [GLOMAG] (Linked To: INTRUST PLC EAD).

Designated pursuant to section 1(a)(iii)(B) of E.O. 13818 for being owned or controlled by, or to have acted or purported to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, INTRUST PLC EAD, a person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to this order.

Dated: June 2, 2021.

Bradley T. Smith,

Acting Director, Office of Foreign Assets Control.
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